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Main Challenges of Digital Transformation for SME

Access to financing
suitable for innovation and

the digital economyImproving skills 
of the workforce
and attract talent

Helping SMEs to 
adopt ICT and adaptation 
to the digital revolution

Conscious production,
energy saving

and continuous improvement
process

Business culture,
embrace the change,

think global and no longer local

Access to a high 
level of expertise, 

at fair and 
acceptable costs

Move up the global 
value chain (GVC), 

include an R&D policy, 
and develop a culture of 

intellectual property



І Greater product differentiation

І Better integration in supply chain systems 

І Create a better informed, more differentiated demand 

І More flexibility and reactivity in supply

І Digitalization has reduced the efficient firm size: so market conditions are likely to benefit smaller 

and more responsive businesses

І Reduction in transaction costs associated with market activities: access to information, 

communication and networking, incentives for firms to internalise such activities. 

І Access to strategic resources: 

І Access to finance

І Access to skills
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Benefits for SME in going digital

І 36% Faster time to market

І 40% Improvement in Operational efficiency improved 

І 35% Stronger ability to meet customer expectations 

Key Numbers

Benefits
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Digitalization effect on Export Dimensions

І What are the business objectives and how can digital tools and models accelerate them or remove barriers

І Access the right information at the right time

І Understand and adapt to the international environment

І Manage and mitigate financial risks: fintech and funding

І Manage mobility of people and goods: logistics and supply chain

І HR and talent

Digitalization Objectives

І Sales and marketing: 

І Understnd markets and customers and partners

internationally

І Have a visibility on public tenders

І Develop a customer journey and omnichannel approach

І Enable remote business  

І Legal

І Be informed about political, legal and sales context and 

manage accordingly

І Manage contracting and documentation in an informed way

І Fintech

І Fund projects in an innovative way + manage currency

exchange risks

І Fast and effective payment experience

Export Capabilities

І Procurement and logistics

І Real time tracking of shipment and delivery

І Manage products, warehousing, storage and 

logistics

І Manage control and procurement

І HR and organization: 

І Manage hiring of digital ready talent

І Develop competencies in internatonal trade and 

digital tools and models

І Manage internal processes
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Localized approach, globalized impact

SBAC 

Local Gov 

Agencies

Local Sponsor

Organizations

Supporting SME

Transformation

Funding

Digital Use Cases, 

Digital Tools, 

Digital Knowledge

Experts, CoP
DESIGN & 

EXECUTION ADAPT&DISSIMENATE

ENVISION&GOVERNANCE 

Regional

Cooperation
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Morocco

Strengthen the offer of support 

services provided by Maroc 

PME and FENAGRI for the 

development of exports of 

SMEs in the sector and, on the 

other hand, to develop the 

exports of SMEs in the "agri-

food export chains" through the 

increased use of digitalization.

CHALLENGE

Development of an online 

questionnaire to assess the 

progress and digitization needs of 

SMEs in the agri-food sectors.

Carrying out an in-depth 

assessment of the digital maturity 

of a sample (10) to obtain an 

overview of the needs to support 

the digital transition of SMEs in the 

targeted sectors.

APPROACH

• « digital maturity heat

map » for self-assessed

SMEs.

• Personalized digital 

transformation roadmap for 

each compan.

• Action sheet.

EXPECTED RESULTS
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Tunisia

Facilitate SMEs' access to 

information on existing export 

support programs and 

instruments in Tunisia and, on 

the other hand, improve the 

coherence of these 

mechanisms through 

increased coordination of 

bodies involved in this field.

CHALLENGE

Assist the Ministry of Trade and 

Export Development in the 

development of a digital 

platform for exporting SMEs, in 

close consultation with the 

actors of the Tunisian export 

ecosystem.

APPROACH

Mapping of projects/instruments 

to support SME exports in 

Tunisia.

Implementation of a digital 

platform for exporting SMEs.

Adoption, governance and 

reusability of the platform.

EXPECTED RESULTS



Thank you


